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Water is forced through the porous foam by means of power, heads or by bubbling air-by-air tubes. The closed
system, which has some flows through. The coastal plain gallery: This gallery has freshwater swamps and
marshes, characterized by flood and draughts. The light also is carefully selected to avoid the noticeable
transition from wet tank to the dry tank diorama. The success of the project greatly depends upon its site sites
selection. The platform for scuba diving is provided at one end of the building. The other part will aim at
spreading awareness among the visitors through entertainment so that they have better understanding of
marine life. The equipment includes filters, sterilisers, pumping systems, heaters, reserve tanks, piping etc. A
reverse flow under gravel filter is available to solve this problem. For marine tanks, such a set up also has
protein skimming. The thesis has not been submitted for the award of any other degree. Another option is to
purchase pre-mixed saltwater from the pet store, but this option is much more expensive. Chemical filtration
in case of non-polar can be actively achieved by filtering the water through gas activated carbon. Dome
windows that project into the tank can provide an intimate fish eye view of the aquarium. Low ash carbons
have low phosphate leaching chances and they also reduce the chance of undesirable pH shifts. This dolphin
pool has a seating area for nearly users at a time and different dolphin shows are carried out at different times.
Help develop tourism. In the aquarium the bacteria that convert ammonia to nitrite reside primarily in the filter
material and a slow sand filter with a large surface area is usually provided to ensure their abundance. The
water is passed through one or more media in a box or cylinder in the tank. It fascinates the visitors by an
artificial display of mountains, caves waterfalls, birds and otters etc. One can feel blue-spotted stingrays,
nodular sea stars, banded-bamboo sharks and porcupine puffers, all harmless creatures. A dry diorama i. The
process involves taking advantage of the polar nature of the molecules, which are attracted, to the surface of
air bubbles injected by column of water. It also shows a river swamp in flood condition, fresh water ponds
also experience water levels. This can be time consuming as the salt tends to dissolve slowly and requires you
to buy a hydrometer to check the salinity level. As the name indicates the tunnel is made up of acrylic glass, a
special kind of glass mostly used for display tanks and tunnels nowadays. The foam is then skimmed off the
water, and at the same time removing the organic wastes. Fibreglass can be used in such cases. This is done to
stay on the safer side. Beautiful golden and diamond trevallies, tarpon, squirrelfish and rainbow runners can be
seen. The oceanarium is basically an edutainment attraction and is designed for family recreation, offering
both youngsters and adults the fun, excitement and enriching experience of the wonderful underwater world.
At places nets have been spread along with the model displays of fisherman, showing fishing. Using this
method, you will always have fresh water available for water changes. They are available in many shapes and
sizes. Tourism is one of the biggest income-regenerating factors in Karachi. Waves tossed beaches and human
models along the beachside add to the attractiveness and beauty of this gallery. Not only can acrylic be
manufactured in curved shapes but it is also possible to achieve virtually invisible full strength joints between
panels of very considerable thickness and strength. Many corals require metal halide lighting which is not only
expensive to buy, but is also expensive to run. Use of fiberglass and plastics have been done in order to create
models of fishes and sea animals, and are hung from fiber wires. It is an advance form of an aquarium, often
located on the ocean or on a bay or river and features outdoor pools and aquatic environments that enable
visitors to see large and small fish and other marine life from below the water surface. Khurram Ashraf ,for
their encouragement, worthwhile suggestions and constructive criticism throughout project work. Such as
environment is given to the animals so that they become easily used to the sort of water used in the aquarium
displays. Environmental control of various parameters such as salinity, temperature and photoperiod.
Conditions required for coral development: 1.


